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1. User-friendly graph/trend graphing and data export. 2. Excellent Oracle DBA information. 3. Fast and easy to use. 4. Over 100 Metrics included. 5. Major world class metrics are supported. 6. Metrics can be classified and exported in SQL, Text, CSV, and XML formats. 7. Real-time metric info window. 8. Online update of data. 9. Automatic
statistical analysis. 10. Optional Export report. SpViewer Features: 1. Tabbed User Interface for quick and easy data reporting. 2. Export PDF reports for viewing with your favorite PDF viewer. 3. Export CSV for exporting the detailed data. 4. Export Text, XML, and SQL formats for export. 5. Over 100 Metrics, including CPU, Memory, Network,
I/O, and Disk metrics. 6. Automatic statistical analysis of database performance data. 7. Server-side processing of performance data for up to 10 Servers. 8. Queries for Oracle DBA information. 9. Support for Windows 2000/XP/2003 and other platforms. 10. Several useful features: zoom, pan, scroll, etc. 11. Excellent Oracle DBA information. 12.
100% Freeware. 13. Updated daily. 14. Runs on Windows 2000/XP/2003. Download: Screenshots:
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[login to unmask]/dbhome/sql_user/db_name/sp.sql 1. Create the database table and make it empty 2. Setup the Performance data in the table [login to unmask]/dbhome/sql_user/db_name/sp_setup.sql Oracle is a powerful and flexible databse management software product developed by Oracle Corporation. A primary goal of the Oracle database
management system is to facilitate the execution of complex, large-scale applications with data manipulation. As database management systems go, Oracle offers a range of features, including strong reliability and performance; and high scalability and resource sharing. Oracle Database provides data integrity, transactions, referential integrity,
and constraint checking. It also provides centralized management of database tables, security, backup, and recovery. SpViewer will help Oracle DBA's to track and analyze the performance data of Oracle Instance over a time. According to the release notes, the performance data are exported from AWR tables, creating performance metrics data in
statspack database tables. You can download the latest version of SpViewer at: This is a Windows application designed to enable an Oracle DBA to trace the execution of any SQL statement. How does it work? SpViewer has a very simple user interface, which enables it to run on any Windows platform. Just click on "Trace Database Events" button,
and a form will pop up on the screen. On the form, one can type a SQL statement (including PL/SQL blocks), which is then sent to Oracle and placed in the trace file. Tracing complete SQL statement is enabled by a simple check box on the top of the form, while PL/SQL blocks are handled by another simple check box. You can set the trace level of
the statement and the PL/SQL blocks, and you can also change the trace buffer size if you need to save the trace file in a specific directory. Trace level is the number of trace events you want to see, from 1 to 4. Trace level 1 means only the SQL statement is traced. Trace level 2 means the complete SQL statement and PL/SQL blocks are traced.
TRACE LEVEL 1. Statements only 2. Statement and PL/SQL blocks TRACE LEVEL 3. Complete statements and PL/SQL blocks TRACE LEVEL 2edc1e01e8
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InspViewer is an Oracle Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) client that can retrieve performance data from the AWR. It can monitor all the workload metrics for all the instances running in the database, and produce graphical or tabular reports with useful data. For example, this module can show daily, weekly, monthly and yearly views of
collected metric data. It has been created with the purpose to help those who want to analyze the collected metrics, including DBAs, Oracle administrators and application developers. spViewer Pro Description: InspViewer is an Oracle Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) client that can retrieve performance data from the AWR. It can monitor
all the workload metrics for all the instances running in the database, and produce graphical or tabular reports with useful data. For example, this module can show daily, weekly, monthly and yearly views of collected metric data. It has been created with the purpose to help those who want to analyze the collected metrics, including DBAs, Oracle
administrators and application developers. spViewer Pro Description: InspViewer is an Oracle Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) client that can retrieve performance data from the AWR. It can monitor all the workload metrics for all the instances running in the database, and produce graphical or tabular reports with useful data. For example,
this module can show daily, weekly, monthly and yearly views of collected metric data. It has been created with the purpose to help those who want to analyze the collected metrics, including DBAs, Oracle administrators and application developers. spViewer PRO Features: 1. Graphical and tabular display of the data, including charts and tables.
2. Data can be retrieved from any of the AWR instances (four instances are supported out of the box): awr_snapshot, awr_standby, awr_archive, awr_copy. 3. You can easily switch among instances (using the list of instance names on the chart). 4. Features: - Graphical and tabular view of the data (including charts and tables). - Data can be
retrieved from any of the AWR instances (four instances are supported out of the box): awr_snapshot, awr_standby, awr_archive, awr_copy. - You can easily switch among instances (using the list of instance names on the chart). - XML output (data stored in plain text
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What's New In?

spViewer is developed generally for Oracle DBAs to provide a more convenient way to report and analyze performance data for over 100 performance metrics gathered by Oracle Statspack Utility or Automatic Workload Repository (AWR). SpViewer is the tool with GUI interface with several useful features which helps an Oracle DBA to work with
Oracle Statspack performance data more quickly and productively. SpViewer will enable Oracle DBA to see how Oracle Instance's performance metrics change with the course of time. That is, SpViewer takes the performance data stored in the Oracle Statspack tables and presents it as graphical charts or trend reports. Experienced DBA's know
that measuring performance data over time can provide great insights into hourly, daily, and weekly "signatures". These signatures, in turn, tell the DBA when specific database tasks are stressing the database. Thus, an Oracle DBA can see and analyze the various performance trends and able to decide what administrative actions to take to
maintain Oracle Instance's performance at a given level. Description: With the performance monitoring reports provided by Oracle's Automatic Workload Repository (AWR), Oracle database administrators (DBAs) can easily and quickly find the cause of a performance problem and take corrective action. However, if the Oracle Database
Performance Problem Report (PDPR) shows a lot of performance counters with counts of zero, a DBA must find out which counters are reporting correctly and which counters are reporting erroneously. Since all Oracle Statspack performance counters are also counted by Oracle's Automatic Workload Repository (AWR), it is not always easy to tell
which counters in the PDPR are reporting correctly and which counters are reporting incorrectly. Overview of how to use spViewer to analyze the PDPR reports: Click on the PDPR link in the spViewer home page (on the spViewer home page, on the left side bar click on the PDPR link). The spViewer screen for the PDPR report opens. Click on the
"Analyze" link in the menu bar to see the report for analysis. The spViewer report for the PDPR is displayed. On the spViewer report, each Performance Monitor Report (PMR) in the PDPR is displayed in a separate graph. spViewer's graphical charting feature is used to visually compare a selected group of performance counters and the selected
group of counters in the spViewer report. At the bottom of the spViewer report, a button called "Analyze" is displayed. Click on the button to analyze the selected group of Performance Counters. Note that if you want to analyze other Performance Monitor Reports (PMRs) at the same time, you must use the "Multiple PMR" button on the spViewer
report. Examining the Oracle Database Performance Problem Report (PDPR)
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System Requirements For SpViewer Professional:

Minimum Recommended Recommended OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 (64 bit) Processor: Intel Core i3, i5 or i7 Processor: 4 GB RAM (8 GB RAM for game plus driver) Memory: 4 GB RAM (8 GB RAM for game plus driver) DirectX: Version 10 Storage: 500 MB available space Graphics: GeForce GTX 460/AMD Radeon HD 5850 or better (with HDMI output)
Video RAM: 1 GB Graphics RAM: 2 GB or greater Hard Drive: 20 GB available space (22 GB recommended) Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card. Windows Vista or
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